Popular,

Water-based
marker
for any surface.
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POSCA’s PC-1MC small size and extra-fine bullet tip is ideal for works
on small surfaces. A favorite of children and adults as well as of beginners
and professionals to colour with accuracy.

PC-1M
1 mm
EXTRA FINE BULLET
polyester TIP

Draw, Write, Decorate, Colour, Mark.

Refill tips:
Reference PCR-1, set of 3.

POSCA’s extra-fine bullet tip is ideal for:

Easy-to-use: it provides a straight and steady line.
With this marker you work really stands out!
Fun: children love painting with this pocket size marker.
Versatile: the tip is thin enough to write and thick enough
to draw.
Slick: the tip is removable and can be rinsed with water.

- Children to produce drawings, colourings or transform
objects,
- Professionals to colour a document, an illustration or
to make rough sketches or mark with accuracy
(Apiarists use it for example to identify the queen
in beehives !)
- Artists to paint, draw or sign their work.
- Creative crafts hobbyists for scrapbooking,making table
decorations or greeting cards.

>S
 ee the creative workshops made
with POSCA’s extra-fine bullet tip:
Totem pebbles,
Moroccan style lantern,
recycled piggy banks,
gift boxes,
windmills.

14 Colours available
Black

WHITE

GOLD

SILVER

BLUE

LIGHT BLUE

YELLOW

PINK

VIOLET

BROWN

BRIGHT YELLOW

LIGHT GREEN

GREEN

RED

Subtle,

Water-based
marker
for any surface.

www.posca.com
Discover all POSCA’s applications

PC-1MR

Posca PC-1MR extra-fine calibre tip, with a metal ring, has the same qualities
as a paint marker… in a pen. It is designed for professionals
and beginners requiring an ultra-fine and consistent line in a wide selection
of colours.

0,7 mm
ulTRA-FINE
CALIBRE Elastomer tip
with a metal ring

Write, Draw, Paint, Decorate, Mark.
POSCA’s ultra-fine calibre tip is ideal for:

Precise: the tip produces a fine, neat and steady line.
Reliable: no line variation, consistent results when rendering.
Original: combines the accuracy of a pen with the quality
of paint.

- Creative professionals such as graphic designers
to make rough sketches or technical drawings.
- Creative crafts hobbyists to make original
announcements, scrapbooks, greeting cards,
- Artists to have an ideal finish, defined details
and outlines

Convenient: like a pen, the cap can be fixed at the back
of the marker when using it.

>S
 ee the creative workshops made
with POSCA’s extra-fine bullet tip:
Totem pebbles,
mandalas,
butterfly pop-up card,
rainbows roses,
paper model mouse,
cardstock masks,
Manga portrait,
graffiti name,
Pop Art portrait,
ecological bag.

16 Colours available
Black

WHITE

GOLD

SILVER

BLUE

LIGHT BLUE

GREEN

RED

YELLOW

PINK

VIOLET

ORANGE

METALLIC BLUE

METALLIC GREEN

METALLIC RED

METALLIC PINK

Innovative,

Water-based
marker
for any surface.

www.posca.com
Discover all POSCA’s applications

POSCA’s brush tip PCF-350 is designed to reach areas that other markers cannot
reach. Painting lovers rediscover the pleasure of a paint brush without
its disadvantages. Beginners and children learn without difficulty.

PCF-350
0,1 à 10 mm
BRUSH polyester
TIP

Paint, Colour, Draw, Decorate, Calligraph.
POSCA’s brush tip is ideal for:

Flexible: it is perfect for work requiring a detailed finish
and allows creativity to flow.
Fluid: the paint glides smoothly over the surface.
Versatile: it covers well, the rendering is opaque,
water-coloured or even transparent when diluted with water.
Convenient: easier and cleaner to use than a conventional
brush (no painting material, palette nor paint tubes... are
necessary).

- Artists to colour sculptures, casts or areas not easily
accessible: creases, curves, angles...,
- Toy designers to reach very specific areas of the object
(under the arms, in the neck...),
- Amateurs of Asian calligraphy for a brush effect
combining a thin line,
- Cartoonists,
- Children to learn in an easy way how to paint with a
brush.

>S
 ee the creative workshops made
with POSCA’s brush tip:
Plaster ring holder,
pictures holder in clay,
recycled pen pots,
recycled piggy banks,
salt dough magnets,
ecological bag,
gift boxes.

10 Colours available
Black

WHITE

YELLOW

PINK

GOLD

SILVER

BLUE

LIGHT BLUE

GREEN

RED

All-purpose,

Water-based
marker
for any surface.
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POSCA PC-3M fine bullet tip is the marker designed for specialists.
It can be used to customise, create, decorate or mark anything that inspires
you with a precise and steady line.

PC-3M
1,5 mm
FINE BULLET
polyester TIP

Draw, Colour, Decorate, Paint, Write, MARK.

Refill tips:
Reference PCR-3, set of 3.

POSCA PC-3M’s fine tip is ideal for:

Complete: it can be used for both colouring and writing
with control.
Clever: the bullet tip and thin barrel enable you to work
with skill.
Convenient: the tip is removable and can be rinsed
with water.
Economical: tips are replaceable for a prolonged life
of the marker.

- Artists and creative professionals such as architects
to colour or cross-hatch plans,
- Creative crafts hobbyists for scrapbooking or making
greeting cards, decorating pictures, writing on glass
or making table decorations,
- Interior design amateurs to transform objects,
- Surfers and skaters to customise their boards,
- Amateur artists to personalise a cap, a T-shirt,
- Children to make neat and vibrant colouring…

27 Colours available

>S
 ee the creative workshops made
with POSCA’s fine tip:
Mandala,
butterfly pop-up card,
rainbows roses,
paper model mouse,
Manga portrait,
graffiti name,
Pop Art portrait,
plaster ring holder,
pictures holder in clay,
windmills,
flower power pop-up card,
recycled pen pots,
recycled piggy banks.

Black

WHITE

GOLD

SILVER

BLUE

LIGHT BLUE

GREEN

RED

YELLOW

PINK

VIOLET

BROWN

BRIGHT YELLOW

ORANGE

LIGHT GREEN

GRAY

LIGHT ORANGE

IVORY

BEIGE

RED WINE

SLATE GREY

LIGHT PINK

SKY BLUE

APPLE GREEN

LILAC

EMERALD GREEN

BRONZE

Indispensable,

Water-based
marker
for any surface.
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Posca PC-5M medium bullet tip is the ‘multi-purpose’ member of the Posca
range. It produces neat and precise lines and is ideal for colouring.
The PC-5M is a favorite of both professionals and beginners.

PC-5M
2,5 mm
MEDIUM BULLET
PolyesteR TIP

Paint, Colour, Draw, Write, Decorate, Mark

Refill tips:
Reference PCR-5, set of 3.

POSCA PC-5M’s medium tip is ideal for:

Multi-purpose: it offers unlimited uses, the tip is not too thick
nor too thin.
Fun : it comes in one of POSCA’s largest range of colours
Convenient and economical: tips are removable, easy to
clean and replaceable for prolonged life of the marker.
Ecological: it has been granted the green-net label as it is
made from 41% of recycled materials.

- Artists and creative professionals such as architects
to make and colour plans,
- Creative crafts hobbyists for scrapbooking or decorating
pictures,
- Interior design amateurs to transform or decorate
objects,
- Surfers and skaters to customise their boards,
- Children to produce neat and vibrant coloured work.

>S
 ee the creative workshops made with
POSCA’s broad tip:
Gift boxes,
Kite,
Moroccan style lantern,
Manga portrait,
Pop art portrait,
Salt dough magnets
Ecological bag,
Recycled piggy banks.

33 Colours available
Black

WHITE

GOLD

SILVER

BLUE

LIGHT BLUE

GREEN

RED

YELLOW

PINK

VIOLET

BROWN

BRIGHT YELLOW

ORANGE

LIGHT GREEN

GRAY

LIGHT ORANGE

IVORY

BEIGE

RED WINE

SLATE GREY

STRAW YELLOW

LIGHT PINK

SKY BLUE

APPLE GREEN

LILAC

EMERALD GREEN

BRONZE

METALLIC BLUE

METALLIC GREEN

METALLIC RED

METALLIC PINK

METALLIC VIOLET

Efficient,

Water-based
marker
for any surface.
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Posca PC-8K broad chisel tip can both cover large areas and draw neat curves
in a wide range of colours. Ideal to make flat-tints, ‘Street Art’ writing
or signs for both professional and personal use.

PC-8K
8 mm
BROAD CHISEL
Acrylic TIP

Paint, Draw, Colour, Decorate, Write, Mark.

Refill tips:
Reference PCR-8, set of 2.

Posca PC-8K’s broad tip is ideal for:

Efficient: it quickly covers large surfaces!
Smart: the chisel tip produces refined and controlled lines.
Economical: tips are replaceable for prolonged life
of the marker.
Slick: the tip is removable and can be rinsed with water.

- Artists to draw and paint on any indoor and outdoor
surfaces,
- Interior design amateurs to refresh a space, a piece of
furniture or to customise objects and fabrics,
- Surfers and skaters to personalise their boards,
- Professionals to write and make signs or flat-tints on
windows.

>S
 ee the creative workshops made with
POSCA’s broad tip:
Gift boxes,
Pop Art portrait,
recycled pen pots,
recycled piggy banks,
ecological bag.

Ecological: manufactured from 47% of recycled materials.

35 Colours available
Black

WHITE

GOLD

SILVER

BLUE

LIGHT BLUE

GREEN

RED

YELLOW

PINK

VIOLET

BROWN

BRIGHT YELLOW

ORANGE

LIGHT GREEN

GRAY

LIGHT ORANGE

IVORY

BEIGE

RED WINE

SLATE GREY

STRAW YELLOW

FLUO ORANGE

FLUO PINK

FLUO RED

FLUO YELLOW

FLUO LIGHT ORANGE

FLUO TURQUOISE

FLUO GREEN

BRONZE

METALLIC BLUE

METALLIC GREEN

METALLIC RED

METALLIC PINK

METALLIC VIOLET

Indispensable,

Water-based
marker
for any surface.

www.posca.com
Discover all POSCA’s applications

Posca PC-17K extra-broad chisel tip is the member of POSCA’s range designed
for experts. POSCA’s XXL size tip is a favorite of professionals
for successful writing and of artists to create huge artworks!

PC-17K
15 mm
EXTRA BROAD
CHISEL Acrylic TIP

Paint, Colour, Draw, Decorate, Mark.

Refill tips:
Reference PCR-17, 1 piece.

POSCA’s extra-broad tip is ideal for:

Quick: flat-tints and backgrounds are done in no time!
Visible: the line width is ideal for highly visible writing.
Precise: the chisel tip produces well-defined lines.
Generous: the barrel is adjusted to the tip width in order
to cover surfaces “in one stroke”.

- Artists to paint neat backgrounds on large-framed
canvasses or any other large surface, to perform
large-scale live and collective Street Art works,
- Professionals like craftsmen, shopkeepers to make
signs on windows,
- Interior design amateurs to refresh a space, a piece
of furniture, fabrics or bulky objects.

>S
 ee the creative workshop made
with POSCA’s extra-broad tip:
Recycled pen pots.

Essential: it comes in a selection of vibrant primary colours.

8 Colours available
Black

WHITE

BLUE

LIGHT BLUE

GREEN

RED

YELLOW

PINK

